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Abstract

This paper studies social learning in parent-child relationships. We concentrate on

a speci�c form of social learning, where children look at their parents�actions towards

others to form beliefs about the prevalent behavior (or norm) within society. We as-

sume that, from the parents� point of view, children give excessive weight to present

costs relative to future rewards. Their interests are therefore not perfectly aligned. We

characterize equilibria where parental behavior is driven by the desire to �set the right

example�: Each parent follows the dominant norm to signal to his child that this is the

dominant norm. We show that, in these equilibria, the signaling motive may sustain

norms that would otherwise not be sustainable. We identify the conditions that ensure

that example-setting is preferred by parents to other (possibly credible) methods of in-

formation transmission. Although our running example discusses cooperative norms, we

also address alternative applications such as discrimination.

JEL codes: C72, D03, D82, D83, Z13. Keywords: Parent-Child Signaling,

Norms, Social Learning, Complementarities, Coordination Games.

1 Introduction

Economists have recently started to pay a closer look at the nature of parent-child rela-

tionships.1 Understanding how these work is clearly very important to answer a number
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Lizzeri and Siniscalchi (2008), Wilhelm et al. (2008) and Calvo-Armengol and Jackson (2009).
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of relevant questions for economic decisions, such as how (and which) information is being

transmitted across generations, and how norms/attitudes may emerge and persist from one

generation to the next. This paper is concerned with social learning in parent-child relation-

ships. When trying to teach their children about the ways of the world, it is often argued that

the most e¤ective method for parents to follow is that of practicing what they preach. This

is a costless endeavor if what is being taught are pure conventions, such as the correct way of

crossing the road. In some other cases, however, setting the right example may be costlier,

since it may involve behavior that is not immediately welfare-maximizing. We concentrate

on a speci�c form of example-setting, where children care about the prevalent behavior they

will encounter in society and use their parents� attitude to form beliefs about it. When

playing the �game of life�, having correct expectations about the behavior that others are

likely to adopt is clearly very important. However, this is often dictated by factors (culture,

norms) over which parents have better information than children. A child�s beliefs about

society may then be extrapolated from the behavior adopted by his parent when interact-

ing with others. For instance, a parent that cheats whenever possible will generate rather

pessimistic beliefs in his child, who will probably expect people in society to cheat most of

the time. By contrast, a parent that behaves cooperatively towards others will induce the

child to believe society is a �nicer�place. In our model these features arise endogenously, as

a result of example-setting.

Di¤erently from much of the literature on intergenerational transmission �which takes

parent-child interaction as a �black box��we model this interaction explicitly, by providing a

game-theoretic framework in which parents strategically convey information to their children.

A key premise of our analysis is that, although parents partially internalize the welfare of

their children, the interests of parents and children are not always perfectly aligned. For

instance, a parent may care about his child having good employment prospects, but he is

unlikely to fully internalize the costs (in e¤ort and foregone playtime) that the child must

incur to achieve the necessary good marks in school. This �imperfect altruism�by the parent

shares similarities with the notion of present-biased preferences introduced by O�Donoghue

and Rabin (1999), which captures the human tendency to grab immediate rewards and to

avoid immediate costs in a way that our �long-run selves�do not appreciate. From the point

of view of parents, children give excessive weight to present costs relative to future rewards.

We restrict attention to environments where the con�ict of interests between parents and
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children matters, so that parents have an incentive to misrepresent their information to their

children.2 This adds a strategic element to the problem at hand.

The model is introduced in section 2. The problem we consider shares similarities with

that of B·enabou and Tirole (2006a). Children care about the likely behavior they will en-

counter in society, since this determines the return they will obtain from current investment.3

In our running example, children must decide how much e¤ort to exert in school, but they

cannot observe the returns generated by e¤ort. As in Dixit (2009), these depend on the

behavior of others, and are higher when others adopt a (socially bene�cial but individually

costly) cooperative attitude. Cooperation is therefore viewed as an act of public good pro-

vision. A larger quantity of the public good raises the marginal product of private e¤ort.

A useful way of thinking about our framework is in terms of norms. When selecting ef-

fort children have limited information about the dominant norms in society. However, this

information is relevant, since the returns from e¤ort depend on prevalent norms and cus-

toms. For instance, e¤ort in school is likely to boost one�s career prospects in meritocratic

environments, less so in environments where jobs are being allocated by other means (e.g.,

corruption). By looking at the behavior of their parents, children may be able to collect

useful information about the dominant norm in society.

Section 3 presents our results. We show that, in equilibrium, example-setting emerges

in a natural way: Parents follow the dominant norm (cooperative/uncooperative), in order

to signal to their children that this is indeed the dominant norm. Hence, rather than being

exogenously set, in our framework norms arise endogenously, as equilibrium phenomena. We

do not assume that parents care directly about following the norm. Rather, we show that

a parent may end up following a norm it because it is the best way to teach their children

how they should expect others to behave. It is important to stress that our result should

not necessarily be interpreted literally, as a faithful description of the cognitive processes of

parents and children. In particular, it should not be seen as con�icting with an alternative

view, namely that people follow norms because they have internalized them (and would

2Throughout the analysis, we abstract from the possibility that the parent and the child may enter into
explicit contractual agreements (as, e.g., in B·enabou and Tirole 2003). In some situations, this type of
agreement is simply not feasible. For instance, it may be di¢ cult for the parent to verify whether the child
exerts e¤ort, since this may not be readily observable. In a �Not for Publication�Appendix we further discuss
the possibility of direct incentives.

3 In a �Not for Publication�Appendix we show that our results also apply in the alternative case where the
returns from the investment he has undertaken as a child depend on an individual�s own behavior once he
becomes an adult.
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therefore experience negative emotions such as guilt or anxiety by deviating from them).4

Rather, our analysis can be seen as providing a possible ultimate cause for why norms may

be internalized, even when they generate behavior that appears to be suboptimal.5

An important aspect of our results is that cooperative norms may arise even though

cooperation is always a dominated action if taken in isolation (i.e., abstracting from signaling

concerns), sustained by the parents�desire to �set the right example�. Di¤erently from other

works on norms, such as Akerlof (1980), the rationale for our story does not rely on reputation

e¤ects or repeated interactions (people do not follow the norm because they fear sanctions)

but on parent-child signaling. Our results can therefore be seen as complementary to that

work. We show that, because of the strong complementarities generated through signaling,

the game admits multiple equilibria. This implies that, in segregated societies, di¤erent,

opposing norms may cohexist. Another feature of the equilibrium is that by observing the

behavior of their parents children are always able to correctly identify the dominant norm

in society. In that sense, information transmission between parents and children is always

truthful.

In section 4 we identify the conditions under which example-setting is robust to the

availability of other (possibly credible) methods of information transmission. Clearly, in

real life, there are many possible ways in which a parent can transmit information to his

child. For instance, the parent can just �tell�the child that things are in a certain way, or he

may undertake some other form of costly signaling, quite separate from his behavior when

interacting with other people. It is therefore important to understand whether example-

setting survives, even if we allow for alternative methods of information transmission. We

show that example-setting does survive, but with some restrictions. First, a complementarity

condition should hold. Example-setting in the form of adopting an otherwise dominated

behavior (e.g., cooperative) may emerge in equilibrium only if the opportunity cost it involves

is lower when others also adopt the same behavior than when they don�t. In other words,

following the norm should be less costly when others also follow the norm than otherwise.

This provides a sorting condition, that facilitates signaling through example-setting. For each
4The importance of internalized norms in real life is supported for instance by the empirical literature

on retaliation and gift-giving � see e.g. Fehr and Gächter (2000) and Conlin et al. (2003) �as well as the
evidence on the e¤ect of promises to mitigate opportunistic behavior � see e.g. Ellingsen and Johanneson
(2004). The model by Fershtman, Gneezy and Ho¤man (2011) studies taboos, which di¤er from norms in
that individuals su¤er a cost from even when thinking about breaking the taboo.

5See e.g. Binmore (2005) for a discussion of the relationship between ultimate evolutionary causes and
proximate psychological mechanisms.
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individual parent, example-setting then dominates alternative signaling methods. Second,

example-setting survives only if the norm it sustains is �su¢ ciently lenient�, namely it does

not prescribes behavior that is excessively costly (although as argued above it may well

prescribe behavior that involves positive costs). If the dominant norm is �too stringent�,

then example-setting becomes vulnerable to the use of alternative signaling methods by

parents. In turn, this would erode the norm itself. The conditions we identify therefore

allow us to make inferences about the environments where example-setting may survive, and

on the types of norms that can be sustained.

It is important to stress that our result does not rely on arbitrary out-of-equilibrium be-

liefs. Example-setting always (trivially) survives if we postulate that the (out-of-equilibrium)

use of alternative signaling methods would generate su¢ ciently pessimistic beliefs in children.

We do not believe this to be a very convincing line of argument. A more compelling test of

the robustness of example-setting should allow for the possibility that alternative signaling

methods may actually be credible. To this purpose, we utilize a re�nement proposed by

Grossman and Perry (1986) �Perfect Sequential Equilibrium. This re�nement ensures that

out-of-equilibrium beliefs are consistent. If e.g., a child observes his parent burning a large

sum of money, and if this behavior may be justi�ed only in circumstance x, then the child

should conclude that circumstance x has occurred.

Section 5 discusses implications and possible policy interventions. Our analysis suggests

that policies aimed at encouraging or sanctioning certain behaviors may have unintended

consequences once their e¤ect on signaling is factored in. For instance, a policy rewarding

cooperative behavior only when it is seen as �exceptional�may undermine the signaling value

of the act of cooperating, and may therefore hinder cooperative norms. Another implication

that emerges from our analysis �and more speci�cally our running example �is that returns

to education and cooperative behavior may be linked. Parents behave cooperatively in

order to generate an optimistic view of the world in their children, and thus induce them

to invest in their future. However, this logic only works when e¤ort in school generates

su¢ ciently high returns. If the quality of education is too low, then exerting e¤ort is always

dominated for the child, and the parents�signaling motive disappears. Although this is not

the main focus of this paper, this argument may help understand why pro-social norms may

be easier to sustain among the rich rather than the poor, especially in segregated societies,

where the quality of education available to children is strongly related to parental income.
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Section 6 presents an alternative application of our results. Anecdotal evidence suggests that

often homophobic or racist values may play important roles in a society�s cultural landscape.

Clearly enough, our results are not exclusively con�ned to welfare-enhancing norms, but may

also apply to welfare-reducing ones. For instance, a parent may decide to boycott gay people,

in order to signal to his child that this is the dominant norm (and to suggest that if the child

behaves in an openly gay fashion he will be ostracized). This may happen even though

this type of boycotting behavior is unjusti�ed, and actually imposes an opportunity cost on

those who practice it (since they may forgo possible economically bene�cial interactions).

Our results therefore shed light on the role that norms may play in sustaining phenomena

such as discrimination and intolerance, an aspect that has been neglected by the economic

literature on these subjects. An important implication of the analysis is that to survive a

(individually costly) discriminatory norm must exhibit a form of complementarity, in the

sense that the costs incurred when following the norm must be lower when others also follow

the norm than otherwise. This requirement is met rather naturally in some cases, such

as when discrimination takes the form of social exclusion, but not in other cases, such as

when discrimination consists in refusing employment to some individuals. Finally, section 7

concludes.

1.1 Related Literature

Our paper is closely related to the theoretical work on intergenerational transmission of in-

formation, such as Bénabou and Tirole (2006a) and Dessí (2008). Similar to these works, we

also consider an environment where parents may strategically transmit information to their

children, and where the interests of the parties involved (parents/children) are not perfectly

aligned. However, this literature focuses on the possibility that parents (more generally,

older generations) may �censor�the information available to youngsters, blocking bad news

in an attempt to induce greater optimism. Information distortions also emerge in Lizzeri

and Siniscalschi (2008), who consider a model where parents can a¤ect the rate at which

children learn about the surrounding environment. They show that optimal parenting al-

ways involves partial sheltering. Hence, parents always distort the child�s information to

some extent.6 Di¤erently from these works, we concentrate on an indirect method of infor-

6K½oszegi (2006) considers a model where an altruistic �agent�decides how much information to reveal to
an uninformed �principal�, who experiences anticipatory feelings. In equilibrium the agent reveals relatively
favorable news, but not bad news, in order to shelter the principal�s feelings.
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mation transmission, namely example-setting, studying its virtues within the parent-child

relationship. We identify the conditions under which example-setting is the parents�preferred

signaling method. An implication of our approach is that the information transmission costs

(or signaling costs) incurred by parents are derived endogenously, as an equilibrium feature.

By contrast, �censoring costs�in Bénabou and Tirole (2006a) and Dessí (2008) are modelled

as exogenous.

The paper contributes to the growing body of literature trying to explain apparently

suboptimal behavior with information imperfections and belief manipulation (see for instance

Ellingsen and Johannesson, 2008, Sara�dis, 2007, Anderlini et al., 2007, Bénabou and Tirole,

2003, 2006a and Glazer and Konrad, 1996). A strand of this literature focuses on the problem

of self-signaling in games of imperfect recall (Mullainathan, 2002, Bénabou and Tirole, 2004).

Formally, the case of a partially altruistic parent whose actions convey information to an

imperfectly informed child is not very di¤erent from a problem of self-signaling. Among

models of self-signaling, the intuition for some of our results echoes the analysis of the

prisoners� dilemma in Bernheim and Thomadsen (2005). However, di¤erently from most

models of self-signaling, our results do not rely on anticipatory feelings.

Our work is also related to the theoretical literature on intergenerational transmission of

norms and values. Starting from the seminal work by Bisin and Verdier (2001), this literature

has been steadily growing. Examples include Corneo and Jeanne (2009, 2010), Tabellini

(2008), François and Zabojnik (2005), Bisin, Topa and Verdier (2004), Hauk and Saez-Martí

(2002). These works mostly take the parent-child interaction as a �black-box�, concentrating

instead on other aspects of intergenerational transmission. We add to this literature by

explicitly focusing on parent-child interaction, using a game-theoretic framework.7

Finally, we add to the literature on norms, by providing a model where norm-following

emerges endogenously from signaling concerns. This shares similarities with Bernheim

(1994), who provides a model where individuals (who care directly about status and so-

cial esteem) follow the norm in order to send a signal about their type. In our model the

signaling game is more subtle. Parents follow the norm in order to signal to their children

that this is indeed the dominant norm. Our result is also related to Sliwka (2007), who shows

that an employer may optimally decide to trust his (conformist) employee in order to signal

7See also Adriani and Sonderegger (2009) for a similar approach in a model where parents may instill
pro-social values in their children.
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to him that trustworthiness is the prevailing norm among other employees. Di¤erently from

this model, though, our result does not rely on an exogenously given concern for conformity,

but rather derives conformity endogenously.

2 The Model

We consider a model where children learn from their parents�behavior. In each period, the

economy is populated by a continuum of adults, i 2 [0; 1]. Each adult produces exactly one

child. In his lifetime, each individual must undertake two decisions. First, as a child, he

must undertake an investment decision. Second, as an adult/parent, he must select an action

in a one-shot stage game played against a randomly selected contemporary. The restriction

to a one-shot stage game is imposed to make clear that our results hold independently of

folk-theorem type of arguments. We assume that the returns an adult obtains from the

investment he has incurred as a child depend on the action selected by his opponent in the

stage game.8 To make the framework more concrete, we concentrate on a speci�c application,

where children must decide how much e¤ort to exert in school and adults/parents must decide

whether to cooperate or not in a one-shot prisoner�s dilemma game. We indicate the child�s

e¤ort decision as e 2 f0; 1g and the adult/parent�s action in the stage game as a 2 fC;Dg,

where C stands for �cooperate�and D for �defect�.

The stage game We view cooperation as the act of providing a public good. Cooper-

ating involves a personal cost c > 0 but generates positive social gains. As in Dixit (2009),

private e¤ort and public good are complementary inputs in the production of an individual�s

�nal output. The payo¤ of a generic individual i, ui(ai; aj ; ei), contains three additively

separable components;9

(1) The return from ei (the private e¤ort exerted as a child). This depends on the

opponent�s choice of action; it is 1 if the opponent cooperates, 0 < � < 1 if he defects (see

assumption A1 below).

8 In a �Not for Publication�Appendix we analyze the alternative case where returns from investment depend
on the action an individual�s own behavior once he becomes an adult. In both cases, the key feature is that
returns from investment are not �xed, but vary according to the prevailing behavior in the continuation game.

9Additive separability is not necessary for our results. In particular, our results would continue to hold
even if, excluding cooperation costs, individual payo¤s in the stage game where given by faiaj ei. However,
the exposition would become more involved.
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(2) The return from public good provision independently of private e¤ort. This is denoted

as faiaj , where ai 2 fC;Dg denotes the individual�s own action, and aj 2 fC;Dg denotes

the opponent�s.10

(3) The direct cost of public good provision. This is equal to c > 0 if individual i chooses

to cooperate (ai = C) and zero otherwise.

We normalize fDD to be equal zero. The following matrix provides the stage game payo¤s

of individual i as a function of his behavior and that of his opponent.

Individual i

Opponent

C D

C ei + fCC � c �ei + fCD � c

D ei + fDC �ei

We assume:

A1 1 > � > 0

A2 fDC > fCC � c > maxf0; fCD + fDC � fCCg and fCD � c < 0 8c.

Assumption A1 motivates the need for information transmission between parents and

children. Since � < 1, a child knows that the returns from e¤ort are higher if others cooper-

ate. However, he is unable to distinguish between environments where people cooperate and

environments where they do not. By looking at the behavior of his parent, a child acquires

information that may guide him in his decision to exert/not exert e¤ort.

The notion that �social capital�plays a crucial role for economic performance at the aggregate

level has been extensively documented.11 Assumption A1 applies this idea to individual

10 It should be clear that although we generically indicate fCD as distinct from fDC , our results hold also
in the special case where fCD = fDC .
11See e.g. Guiso, Sapienza and Zingales (2008) for a recent contribution to this literature.
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economic performance. A cooperative environment enhances the productivity of individual

e¤ort.

Assumption A2 ensures that the stage game is a prisoner�s dilemma. If the stage game is

taken in isolation, cooperating is a strictly dominated strategy, even though aggregate welfare

is maximized when both play cooperatively. This assumption is imposed deliberately, to show

how cooperation may survive even in this case, through example-setting.

The parent�s problem When choosing whether or not to cooperate in the stage

game, individuals maximize their dynastic utility. In any period t, each member i of the

adult generation thus chooses action ai in order to maximize

Ui = ui(ai; aj ; ei) + ui�(ai� ; ak� ; ei�) (1)

where the �rst term represents individual i�s payo¤ in the stage game given action pro�le

(ai; aj) and e¤ort ei exerted by i when young. Similarly, the second term represents the

payo¤ of i�s child (i�) in the stage game given the action pro�le (ai� ; ak�) of i� and i��s

opponent k�, and e¤ort ei� exerted by i� when young. An individual�s dynastic utility thus

depends on his payo¤ in the prisoners�dilemma game and on the payo¤ her child will obtain

when, as an adult, he will play the prisoners�dilemma. Notice that, for simplicity, we let

the child�s and the parent�s own payo¤ have the same weight in the parent�s utility, and

the discount factor is set equal to one. Our results are qualitatively independent of these

assumptions.

The child�s problem In any period t, each member i of the young generation chooses

whether or not to exert e¤ort. Children choosing to exert e¤ort (ei = 1) experience an

immediate disutility � > 0, while children choosing ei = 0 experience no disutility. As

illustrated above, the e¤ort decision at time t a¤ects the individual�s dynastic utility by

determining the payo¤s of the stage game that the individual will play in t + 1. Individual

i�s problem when young consists in choosing a value for ei that maximizes her expected

dynastic utility net of the disutility of e¤ort,

EUi � �ei: (2)
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where the expectation operator E is taken with respect to the parameter c which, as will be

explained below, is not observed by the young.12

Notice that the interests of parents and children are not perfectly aligned. While from

individual i�s perspective the cost of e¤ort is �, from individual i�s parent�s perspective the

cost is 0.13 Formally, this is captured by the fact that the term �ei appears in (2) but not

in (1). The key idea is that, although parents are altruistic towards their children, they

generally assign less weight to their cost of e¤ort than the children themselves (who actually

have to exert the e¤ort). This con�ict of interests shares similarities with O�Donoghue�s and

Rabin�s (1999) present-biased preferences and Bénabou and Tirole (2006a)�s �salience of the

present�e¤ect. To make the con�ict of interests pertinent, we assume the following,

A3 1 > � > �.

Assumption A3 ensures that, from the child�s perspective, e¤ort is justi�ed if he expects

his opponent in the stage game to cooperate with su¢ ciently large probability, but not

otherwise.14 By contrast, since � > 0, from the parent�s perspective the child should always

exert e¤ort.

Information The values of all parameters except c are common knowledge (i.e., they

are known to both children and parents). The value of c is observed by parents only. All

children know is that c is drawn from a distribution G(:) on [cL; cH ], where cL > maxffCC�

fDC ; fCDg and cH < minffCC ; 2fCC � fCD � fDCg (from A2).15 Each child observes

the action (cooperate/defect) of his parent, but does not observe the parent�s investment

decision.16 The timeline of events is depicted below.

Note that although people do not directly observe c as children, they do observe it as adults,

before playing the stage game. The information a child may have received from his parent

about the value of c is therefore irrelevant at this stage. Nonetheless, this information may

12We are assuming that the value of c is the same for all individuals and remains constant over time. Relax-
ing these assumptions does not a¤ect our results so long as there are su¢ cient correlation across individuals
and persistence through time.
13More generally, we could assume that the disutility the parent derives from the child�s cost of e¤ort is

equal to ��, for some � < 1. This would not a¤ect our qualitative results.
14Note that this presupposes that returns from e¤ort in school are su¢ ciently high, at least in cooperative

environments. If returns from e¤ort were always below �, then the child would never �nd it optimal to exert
e¤ort.
15Note that since cH > cL these restrictions require that fCC > maxffCD; fDC + fCD=2g.
16This assumption is made for simplicity and could be easily relaxed, for instance by letting e¤ort choices

be subject to small trembles.
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be relevant to guide the child�s decision to exert or not exert e¤ort. The value of c does not

directly a¤ect the returns from e¤ort, but it might a¤ect them indirectly, by determining the

behavior (cooperative/uncooperative) that the child will encounter later on, when playing

the stage game as an adult. From A1, this behavior determines the child�s returns from

e¤ort. Hence, if all agents in society condition their behavior on the realization of c, then

the child�s return from e¤ort depends on c as well (indirectly). Since parents observe c, they

then possess private information about the returns from e¤ort faced by their children.17

3 Example-setting

The child�s problem consists of selecting an e¤ort decision e 2 f0; 1g for each action a 2

fC;Dg that the parent may choose. The parent�s problem consists of selecting an action

a 2 fC;Dg for each value of the parameter c. Notice that the net payo¤s in the stage

game are una¤ected by the e¤ort decision. This, together with our assumptions on the

information structure implies that one�s decision to exert e¤ort or not bears no consequence

for his decision to cooperate or defect. When contemplating cooperation or defection in the

stage game, the parent will accordingly try to in�uence the child�s e¤ort decision, taking the

child�s action in the stage game as given. When individual i�s opponent cooperates, the net

cost of cooperating for i is given by the direct cost c net of the extra utility (or disutility) that

i derives from his own cooperative behavior fCC �fDC . For instance, if cooperating consists

in providing a public good, the net cost of cooperation is c minus the payo¤ that i derives

from the amount of good he contributes. Let c denote the value of c that makes the net cost

cooperation equal to the return from the child exerting e¤ort (one), given cooperation by

the opponents. Formally, c � fCC�fDC+1. Let also c � fCD+� denote the value of c that

makes the net cost of cooperation equal to the return from e¤ort (�) when others defect.

For brevity, in what follows we restrict attention to c � cH and c � cL.18 The following

proposition characterizes threshold strategy equilibria that may emerge in our framework.

Proposition 1 I¤ c � c, then, for all c� 2 [c; c], there exists a perfect Bayesian equilibrium

where: (i) Each parent cooperates in the stage game if c � c�, does not cooperate otherwise;
17This also makes clear that our results would still hold even if c was perfectly known, and the variable

unobserved by children was a payo¤-irrelevant, publicly observable randomizing device (a �sunspot�).
18Given the restrictions on cH and cL in the previous section, this requires maxffCC � fDC � fCD; 0g < �

and fDC +minffCC � fDC � fCD; 0g > 1. Notice also that c � cH and c � cL are not necessary for the result
that follows. We impose these restrictions to keep exposition simple.
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(ii) Each child exerts e¤ort if he has observed his parent cooperating, does not exert e¤ort

otherwise.

Proof: First, we look at parents under the assumption that children exert e¤ort if and only

if they observe their parent cooperating. From the de�nitions of c and c it is clear that, for

all c < c it is optimal to cooperate when others cooperate if cooperating induces the child

to exert e¤ort. Similarly, for c > c, it is optimal not to cooperate if others do not cooperate

�even if this implies that the child does not exert e¤ort. Hence, for c� 2 [c; c] a strategy

consisting in cooperating for c � c� and not cooperating otherwise is a best reply to itself.

Now consider children. Suppose a child has observed his parent cooperating. At equilibrium,

this means that c � c�. Along the equilibrium path, the child should accordingly expect that

his opponent in the stage game will cooperate. The expected return from e¤ort (one) thus

exceeds the cost of e¤ort (�) �given A3. Symmetrically, if a child has observed his parent

not cooperating, the child infers that c > c� and expects his future opponent to defect. The

cost of e¤ort then exceeds the expected return (since � > �). Hence, it is optimal for the

child to exert e¤ort if and only if he observed the parent cooperating.

�

This result has a useful interpretation in terms of norms. By cooperating, a parent signals to

his child that the �dominant norm�prescribes that people must cooperate (in short, that �the

dominant norm is cooperative�). Since cooperation raises the return from e¤ort, this induces

the child to exert e¤ort. Although the stage game has (D;D) as the unique equilibrium, the

overall �augmented�game exhibits conformism: If others follow the norm, each parent also

wants to follow it.

A distinguishing feature of our framework is that norms arise endogenously. We do not

assume that parents care directly about �following the norm�(as for instance in Kandel and

Lazear, 1992); Rather, we show that following the norm may be optimal, because it is an

e¤ective method for transmitting information to children. This generates a one-to-one rela-

tionship between norms and example-setting. A cooperative norm may survive only if people

use example-setting to signal that this is the dominant norm. With respect to the existing

literature, our analysis therefore presents an additional rationale for following norms, namely

the desire to �set the right example�. Although other factors (such as reputation concerns)

clearly also play important roles, we show that the incentives generated by example-setting
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may be strong enough to sustain the norm even in the absence additional incentives.

It is important to stress that our result should not necessarily be interpreted literally,

as a faithful description of the cognitive processes of parents and children. The result may

equally be viewed as a possible ultimate cause for why it may be optimal for people to

internalize dominant norms, even when these prescribe apparently dominated behavior, and

for why children may (perhaps subconsciously) use their parents�behavior as a lens through

which they view the world.

The condition c � c, which is necessary and su¢ cient for the existence of a threshold

equilibrium, can be conveniently rewritten as

fCC � fDC � fCD + 1� � � 0: (3)

The net utility (once the child�s response is accounted for) from cooperating when others

cooperate (1+ fCC � fDC � c) cannot be smaller than the net utility from cooperating when

others defect (�+ fCD� c). This is crucial for separation, since it makes it expensive for the

parent to �mimic�a cooperative norm by cooperating when others do not.

Notice that, because of the strong complementarities that emerge in this game, example-

setting is not the unique equilibrium outcome. Another type of equilibrium is also possible,

where nobody ever cooperates and children never exert e¤ort. Furthermore, in equilibrium

c� is not uniquely pinned down. The value of c� can be seen as a measure of how demanding

or how lax the norm is. A high value of c� implies that the norm is quite demanding, since it

requires people to cooperate even when the cost of cooperation is pretty high. By contrast,

a low value of c� implies that the norm is lax, since people actually cooperate only when the

costs of doing so are rather low. A low value of c� can also be seen as a coordination failure

(i.e., a failure to coordinate on a better norm).

Finally, there are also other equilibria (not necessarily in threshold strategies) that exhibit

example-setting. In these equilibria, parents select a = C whenever c 2 �, for some set �.

Proposition 2 characterizes the equilibrium that, among all equilibria of the game, exhibits

the maximum amount of cooperation.

De�nition: An equilibrium is said to exhibit the maximum feasible amount of cooperation

if the set of realizations of c for which cooperation occurs is the largest set compatible with
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equilibrium.

Proposition 2: The perfect Bayesian equilibrium that exhibits the maximum feasible amount

of cooperation is a threshold strategy equilibrium (as described in proposition 1) where c� = c.

Proof : In appendix.

Clearly enough, the equilibrium that exhibits the maximum amount of cooperation is a

threshold strategy equilibrium, where c� takes the highest value consistent with equilibrium

(namely, c). As will become clear below, proposition 2 provides a useful benchmark against

which to evaluate the equilibria that may emerge when other forms of signaling are also

present in addition to example-setting. In particular, we will show that the availability of

other forms of signaling tends to lower the maximum amount of cooperation that can be

achieved in equilibrium.

3.1 A Simple Numerical Example

Consider the following case where each agent has to decide whether or not to provide one

unit of a public good. If the good is only provided by one agent, then both obtain a bene�t

equal to 2 (i.e. fDC = fCD = 2). If both agents choose to provide the good, then each

obtains a bene�t equal to 4 (i.e. fCC = 4). Assume also � = 1=2, � = 2=3, and that c has a

distribution with full support in (2; 4). The stage game then becomes

Individual i

Opponent

C D

C 5� c 5=2� c

D 3 1=2

Individual i

Opponent

C D

C 4� c 2� c

D 2 0

The payo¤s on the left (right) are those of an agent who has (not) invested when young.

Notice that, since c > 2, D is the dominant strategy in both cases. For c < 4:5, (C;C) Pareto

dominates (D;D). Given � < � < 1, the child �who is unaware of whether cooperation

is the dominant norm �may rationally choose to invest only when he observed the parent

cooperating. When the dominant norm in society prescribes C, the net utility from C to a

parent is thus 3� c (i.e. 2� c from the stage game plus an extra bene�t of 1 from the child�s
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investment). By contrast, when the norm prescribes D, a parent choosing C instead obtains

a net utility equal to 5=2�c (2�c from the stage game plus 1=2 from the child�s investment).

When others cooperate, a parent is thus willing to cooperate so long as c < 3. When others

defect, a parent would also defect so long as c > 5=2. Hence, in this example c = 3 and

c = 5=2. From Proposition 1, there exists a continuum of threshold strategy equilibria with

c� 2 [5=2; 3], where agents cooperate if and only if c � c�. From Proposition 2 we know

that the equilibrium that exhibits the highest amount of cooperation is a threshold strategy

equilibrium where c� = 3.

4 Robustness to Alternative Methods of Information Trans-

mission

The setting considered above may appear somewhat restricted. In particular, we assume that

the parent�s action (cooperate/defect) is the only possible vehicle for information transmis-

sion between parent and child. In real life, however, there are many possible ways in which a

parent can transmit information to his child. The parent can just �tell�the child that things

are in a certain way, or he may undertake some other form of costly signaling, quite di¤erent

from his decision to cooperate/defect. We want to understand whether these alternative

methods of information transmission may in some cases crowd out example-setting, induc-

ing the parent to cooperate less than otherwise. Clearly, to this purpose it is necessary to

specify the child�s beliefs upon observing his parent sending a signal other than the equilib-

rium signal cooperate/defect. This is no trivial matter. In the equilibria characterized in the

previous section, each parent is indirectly sending information that pertains to the actions

that other individuals will undertake in a future period. Following an out-of-equilibrium

move by his parent, a child must then form beliefs about the actions that other individuals

will select. We restrict attention the case where, upon observing a deviation, a child believes

this to be a unilateral move of his parent. The child�s expectations about the actions other

individuals will select are therefore derived by assuming that they will stick to equilibrium

behavior. To be sure, we cannot rule out that, following an out-of-equilibrium move by his

parent, a child may conclude that all adults (present and future) are deviating in the stage

game (indeed, this is what would happen if the deviation were pro�table). However, these

expectations would actually make a unilateral deviation less desirable to a parent. As a
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result, cooperation through example-setting would be easier to sustain.19 We believe that

concentrating on the hardest case makes our robustness analysis more compelling.

Following an out-of-equilibrium move by his parent, the child�s expectations about the

actions of other individuals are then derived by considering equilibrium behavior. Since in

equilibrium individual behavior in the stage game depends on c, we must then specify how

the child�s out-of-equilibrium beliefs about c are formed. Clearly, example-setting always

(trivially) survives if we postulate that the (out-of-equilibrium) use of alternative signaling

methods would generate su¢ ciently pessimistic (i.e. c is su¢ ciently high) beliefs in children.

We do not believe this to be a very convincing line of argument. A more compelling test of

the robustness of example-setting should allow for the possibility that alternative signaling

methods may actually be credible. To this purpose, we utilize the re�nement proposed

by Grossman and Perry (1986) �Perfect Sequential Equilibrium (PSE).20 This re�nement

requires that the child�s action following an out-of-equilibrium move are best responses for

credible beliefs. Beliefs are credible if the following requirements are satis�ed.

(I) The support of the posterior does not exceed the prior�s.

(II) Suppose that there existsK such that, if the child believes that the out-of-equilibrium

move of the parent signals c 2 K, the parent is (strictly) better o¤with the out-of-equilibrium

move relative to his equilibrium payo¤ if c 2 K, and is not better o¤ if c =2 K. Then the

posterior beliefs following the out-of-equilibrium move must be equal to g(c)=
R
x2K dG(x) for

all c 2 K and must be equal to 0 for all c =2 K, where g(c) denotes prior beliefs.

(III) Bayes rule is followed whenever possible.

The key property is (II). Suppose that, given a deviation, there exists a set of values

for c such that, if the child were to believe that the deviation emanated from that set, the

parent would �nd it optimal to deviate when c belongs to that set but not otherwise. If

such a set exists, then the equilibrium is sustained by beliefs that are not credible and thus

19 Ideally, a parent would like to signal that others are cooperative without having to bear the cost of
cooperation. Suppose that, upon observing his parent defecting and sending an out-of-equilibrium signal, the
child were to believe that other adults (present and future) may defect as well. This would clearly eliminate
the parent�s incentive to deviate.
20We use PSE instead of other solution concepts such as the Intuitive Criterion (Cho and Kreps, 1987)

because we want to allow for both costless communication and costly signaling devices as alternatives to
example setting. It is well known that the Intuitive Critetion and other forward induction re�nements have
no bite when it comes to cheap talk. In a �Not for Publication�Appendix we show that the predictions of
the Intuitive Criterion exactly match those of PSE when only alternative costly signals are allowed. PSE is of
course stronger when costless communication is also introduced. Relative to other re�nements, we are thus
taking a conservative approach to assess the robustness of example-setting.
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is not a PSE. The restriction to credible beliefs allows to rule out equilibria that are based

on implausible out-of-equilibrium beliefs.

For clarity of exposition, in what follows we divide this section in two parts. The �rst

part addresses the possibility of direct communication (�cheap talk�) between parents and

children, while the second part tackles costly signaling.

4.1 Direct Communication

A possible risk in the environment we consider is that a parent may be tempted to avoid

example-setting altogether, and simply �tell� his child when the norm is cooperative and

when it isn�t. If children could be trusted to believe their parents, then this would be a

costless way for parents to induce their children to exert e¤ort. However, if all parents were

to adopt this strategy no-one would cooperate. The availability of cheap talk would therefore

kill o¤ example-setting and thus cooperative norms. To assess whether cooperative norms

are robust, we now explore the conditions under which example-setting emerges when �cheap

talk�is also an option.

Consider the following game: Parents must select a 2 fC, Dg, and may also send a

costless message m 2 fM;?g (where m = ? corresponds to sending no message). In this

game, a parent�s move consists of a pair fa, mg. It is straightforward to verify that this

game has an equilibrium that is de facto equivalent to that described in proposition 1, where

the parent always selects m = ? and uses his action (cooperate/not cooperate) to credibly

inform the child about the dominant norm. The question is whether this equilibrium is

robust. Our focus of interest is the out-of-equilibrium move fD;Mg, where a parent does

not cooperate himself, but �tells�his child that the underlying dominant norm in society is

one where people cooperate. For the equilibrium to be robust, it is necessary that children

should not select e = 1 following this move. Is this reasonable? To answer this question,

suppose to the contrary a child observing fD;Mg selects e = 1. If this was the case, a parent

would always bene�t from sending fD;Mg, since this would be a costless way for him to

induce the child to exert e¤ort. The credible posterior beliefs (in the Grossman-Perry sense)

for the child should then correspond to the prior beliefs. Restricting attention to threshold

strategies equilibria, the child�s expected gain from setting e = 1 relative to setting e = 0 is
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then given by

G(c�)(1� �) + � � �: (4)

Expression (4) is clearly increasing in c�. If c� is high (close to cH) then (4) is strictly

positive. In that case, the child�s best reply to fD;Mg would be to select e = 1, con�rming

the initial premise. Hence, if everyone else follows the norm and cooperates, a parent would

have an incentive not to cooperate, but to use �cheap talk�instead. Since all parents would

�nd this optimal, no-one would cooperate, and the equilibrium with example-setting would

then break down. By contrast, if c� is low (close to cL) then (4) is negative. The child�s

best reply following fD;Mg is e = 0. This makes the deviation unpro�table for the parent.

Let c1 be the value of c� that makes a child indi¤erent between investing and not investing,

i.e. c1 is implicitly de�ned by G(c1) = (� � �)=(1 � �). For brevity of exposition, in what

follows we restrict attention to environments where c < c1.21

Lemma 1: Consider the game described above, where costless communication can occur

between parents and children. The PSE that exhibits the maximum feasible amount of coop-

eration is a threshold strategy equilibrium where c� = minfc1; cg.

Proof : The formal proof of the result mirrors the proof of lemma 2 below for the case where

z > 0 is arbitrarily small, and is therefore omitted.

Talk is cheap, and children recognize that. The use of cheap talk by the parent is therefore

seen by the child as uninformative. However, if cooperation occurs �too often� along the

equilibrium path, a child whose parent sent a costless message (whilst at the same time

defecting in the stage game) will optimally try his luck and exert e¤ort. The availability of

costless communication may therefore limit the amount of cooperation that can be achieved

in equilibrium.

4.2 Costly Signals

The previous analysis found that the use of costless communication does not change children�s

beliefs relative to their prior. In other words, cheap talk is an ine¤ective signaling tool for

parents. We now verify the robustness of example-setting to other, more expensive forms of

signaling. We consider the following game: Parents must select a 2 fC, Dg, and also choose
21As shown in the proof of lemma 2, c� � c1 is incompatible with PSE. Since from proposition 1 we know

that c� � c, this implies that if c > c1 then cooperation may never emerge in a PSE.
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whether to send a costly signal or a null signal. The parent incurs a cost z > 0 when sending

the costly signal and incurs no cost when sending the null signal. For instance, a parent may

refrain from asking the child to help with household chores (even on school holidays). This

could be a way for the parent to signal that he wants the child to focus on studying, which

in turn conveys information on the returns from education. Alternatively, the parent may

want to invest time and e¤ort in �preaching�the virtues of education. Repeating the message

over and over again involves costs for the parent in terms of time and mental energy that are

not fully accounted for in a cheap talk setting. We are interested in understanding whether

the availability of alternative costly signals may crowd out example-setting. Our focus of

interest is the move fD; zg, for some z > 0. Here, a parent does not cooperate himself

but incurs the cost z, possibly to signal to his child that the underlying dominant norm in

society is one that prescribes cooperation. As shown in the appendix (proof of Lemma 2),

there are essentially two possibilities. First, the cost of sending the alternative signal without

cooperating may be too low to ensure that the parent wants to send the costly signal only

when the norm is cooperative. In this case, the child�s beliefs upon observing fD; zg are

equal to the prior. This is similar to the case of cheap talk discussed in the previous section

and the same result applies: Any PSE norm must satisfy c� < c1. Alternatively, incurring

the cost z alone (i.e., without cooperating) may be su¢ cient to credibly signal that the

dominant norm is cooperative. This may happen if 1 > z > �. In that case, the cost of the

alternative signal z is too high for a parent to want to use it when the dominant norm is

uncooperative, since in this case the child�s returns from e¤ort are low. By contrast, if the

dominant norm is cooperative a parent may �nd it worthwhile to incur the cost z to induce

the child to exert e¤ort. Suppose now that z > �, but the di¤erence z � � is vanishingly

small. In words, the cost of signaling is just enough to ensure that the alternative signal is

credible. Under what circumstances can example-setting emerge in this worst case scenario

(where the cost of separating through the alternative signal is the lowest possible)? When

c < c�, a parent prefers the costly signal to example-setting if c � (fCC � fCD) > z � �.

Let c2 � fCC � fDC + �, and suppose that c� > c2. Then for all values of c that satisfy

c� � c > c2 there exists z� � su¢ ciently small that a parent prefers to incur the cost rather

than example-setting as a method to transmit information to his child. For the equilibrium

to be robust to the introduction of alternative signaling devices, we therefore require that

c� � c2. This is compatible with c� � c = fCD + � only if fCC � fDC + fCD.
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Lemma 2: Consider the game described above, where parents, as well as cooperating/not

cooperating in the stage game, can choose to send an alternative costly signal. If

fCC � fDC � fCD � 0 (A)

then there exist equilibria where example-setting emerges that are compatible with sequential

perfection for all z > 0. The PSE that exhibits the maximum feasible amount of coopera-

tion is a threshold equilibrium where c� = min fc1; c2g. If (A) does not hold, then, given

any threshold equilibrium where example-setting emerges, there exists z > 0 such that the

equilibrium is not compatible with sequential perfection.

Proof : See appendix.

Lemma 2 shows that the highest value of c for which cooperation may be sustained in

equilibrium is equal to min fc1; c2g < c. Note that min fc1; c2g is lowest for � ! 0 and

� ! �. Intuitively, a low value of � (close to zero) decreases the returns from e¤ort in

uncooperative environments. This weakens the con�ict of interests between parent and

child, since when the surrounding norm is uncooperative the parent has little incentive to

�fool�the child into exerting e¤ort. Since the parent-child con�ict of interest is weak, truthful

information transmission is relatively easy, i.e. can be achieved with no need for the parent

to incur high signaling costs. Example-setting still dominates other methods, but the value

of c� must be su¢ ciently low, to ensure that signaling costs are smaller than those required

by alternative signaling methods. A similar argument holds for high values of � (close to

�), but in reverse. A high � increases the child�s incentives to exert e¤ort, and therefore

weakens the con�ict of interests between parent and child, this time from the child�s end.

Consider now the intuition behind condition (A). The advantage of example-setting over

the alternative signal is that it a¤ords more �exibility, since signaling costs depend on the

behavior of others. The opportunity cost of cooperation is fDC�fCC+c when the dominant

norm is cooperative, while it is �fCD + c when the dominant norm is uncooperative. The

form of complementarity imposed by condition (A) ensures that the former is smaller than

the latter. Example-setting thus allows a parent to send a credible signal (i.e., one that is

too costly to be worth sending when the norm is uncooperative) while at the same time

incurring low signaling costs along the equilibrium path. Compared with the alternative

signaling device �whose cost z is independent of what the others do �separating through
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example-setting is cheaper given that others do the same.

Notice the di¤erence between condition (A) and the condition for c � c given by inequal-

ity (3) in the previous section. In the absence of alternative signaling devices, example-setting

may emerge even when the stage game does not display any complementarity.22 What is

necessary is complementarity in the �augmented game�, i.e. when the child�s behavior fol-

lowing the parent�s action is accounted for. By contrast, when alternative signaling devices

are available, example-setting requires that the stage game itself exhibits strategic comple-

mentarity.23 This is important since, in applications, it is usually easier to characterize the

relevant stage game rather than the �augmented game�. Taking into account alternative

signaling devices thus allows to state the condition for example-setting solely in terms of

properties of the stage game payo¤s.

Notice also that, while we primarily focus on whether alternative forms of communication

can substitute for example-setting, our results do not imply that these cannot complement

example-setting. Thus, refraining from asking the child to help with household chores or

preaching the bene�t of education may well emerge in combination with example-setting.

Interestingly, the use of these forms of costly communication in conjunction with example-

setting may allow for laxer norms than otherwise possible. Intuitively, if c� is too low, a

parent observing c > c� su¢ ciently close to c� would be tempted to mimic and pretend that

cooperation is the dominant norm. This may be pro�table because the cost of cooperating is

low. In the absence of alternative means of communication, the norm should become stricter

(c� should go up) to prevent mimicking. However, if an additional costly signal is available,

parents may choose to use cooperation and incur the cost of the additional signal. This

makes mimicking unpro�table so that the lax norm becomes sustainable.24

The next proposition summarizes the results obtained in this section.

Proposition 3: Suppose that condition (A) holds. Then, example-setting may emerge in a

PSE even when alternative forms of signaling are available to parents. The availability of

alternative forms of signaling always reduces the maximum amount of cooperation that can

be achieved in a PSE, but does not fully eliminate cooperative norms.

22This happens for instance when 0 � fCC � fDC � fCD � �(1� �).
23Note that this does not contradict the stage game being a prisoner�s dilemma.
24Formally, suppose parents choose to cooperate and to incur a cost z > 0 when c � c� and to defect and

send the null signal when c > c�. Then, for c� to be an equilibrium we need �+fCD�z � c� � 1+fCC�fDC�z.
The presence of z thus makes lower values of c� sustainable than it would be possible otherwise.
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A lesson to be learned from proposition 3 is that in this framework the availability of

alternative signaling methods cannot be ignored. Failure to verify that a norm is robust to

the use of alternative forms of signaling (di¤erent than example-setting) may generate naive

predictions. Our results allow us to make inferences about the environments where example-

setting survives, and on the types of norms it may sustain. In order to survive through

example-setting, a norm that prescribes an otherwise dominated behavior must satisfy a

precise complementarity condition: Adopting the norm must be cheaper when everyone else

also follows it than when others do not comply.

5 Discussion

Our analysis delivers a number of interesting implications. A key observation is that within

our framework incentives may have unexpected consequences. Consider for instance the use

of policy interventions, aimed at encouraging cooperation among adults. An obvious way in

which non-cooperative norms may be destabilized is by rewarding anyone who deviates, and

adopts a cooperative behavior instead. The rewards o¤ered to such cooperation �pioneers�

could be used to encourage people to break away from �bad�equilibria, where no public good is

provided. These rewards could be monetary, or of another nature. For instance, cooperators

could be o¤ered recognition in the form of honors and awards. Within our framework,

this policy would correspond to an increment in fCD. This may have two qualitatively

di¤erent e¤ects:25 First, a higher fCD raises c, and therefore increases the range of values

of c (namely, [cL; c]) for which cooperation is the unique outcome in any example-setting

equilibrium. Keeping everything else equal, this makes cooperation more likely. Second, a

higher fCD may a¤ect condition (A). If the post-policy value of fCD exceeds fCC � fDC ,

then condition (A) may actually cease to hold. In that case, the e¤ect of the policy will be

that of rendering a cooperative equilibrium impossible to achieve. Intuitively, this is because

an increment in fCD lowers the opportunity cost of cooperation when the dominant norm is

uncooperative. If the e¤ect is su¢ ciently strong, this may have the unintended consequence

of making the act of cooperating an ine¤ective tool to signal that the dominant norm is

cooperative. Other signaling methods may actually achieve this purpose in a less costly

25There is actually another possible consequence of a higher fCD, namely that D may no longer be the
optimal action when others select D (this occurs if post-policy fCD � c > 0). In this case, the equilibrium
where nobody cooperates may no longer be sustained. A full equilibrium analysis of this scenario is left to
future research.
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manner. Hence, an increment in fCD may destabilize example-setting, since parents may

actually prefer to use other signaling methods. In turn, this implies that cooperation may

no longer emerge as an equilibrium outcome.

There is a general message here, which is worth highlighting. Policy intervention may

have two qualitatively di¤erent e¤ects on individual incentives. First, a direct e¤ect. O¤ering

rewards to cooperators increases the payo¤ from cooperation and may therefore encourage

this type of behavior. Second, an indirect e¤ect. O¤ering rewards to cooperators may

a¤ect the signaling value of the act of cooperating. Within our framework, this e¤ect arises

whenever the policy is aimed primarily at unilateral cooperators �namely, cooperators that

operate within a non-cooperative environment.26 Although it is rather natural to envisage

an incentive schemes where desirable behavior is more strongly rewarded when it is rare than

when it is commonplace, our analysis shows that, once its e¤ects on signaling are factored

in, this type of scheme may actually turn out to be suboptimal.27

Another interesting point concerns the possible coexistence of di¤erent norms within

segregated societies. Di¤erent groups, acting in isolation, may develop very di¤erent norms,

even if they are symmetric in all other respects. This is a natural consequence of the existence

of multiple equilibria. Consider now groups that are not symmetric, such as for instance

di¤erent social classes (the �rich�and the �poor�). Our analysis suggests that cooperative

norms may be sustained by the parents�desire to induce children to invest in their future. If

the returns to e¤ort in school vary across groups, then the likelihood of cooperative norms

developing may also vary. If the quality of education accessible to poor people is inferior

to that available to rich ones, for instance, then the return from e¤ort in school may di¤er

considerably across these social classes. In particular, it is well possible that, for poor people,

the returns from e¤ort in school may be so low as to always fall below �, the cost of e¤ort

for the child. In that case, children would never �nd it optimal to invest in their future.

The signaling motive, which as seen above may sustain cooperation among adults, would

then be completely absent. Cooperative norms would then not be sustainable. By contrast,

cooperative norms may well be sustainable among the rich, where the returns to education

26Clearly, if the policy raises both fCC and fCD by the same amount then condition (A) is una¤ected, and
this e¤ect does not arise.
27The notion that direct incentives may �back�re�once their e¤ect on signaling is taken into account shares

similarities with Bénabou and Tirole (2006). In their model, giving monetary payments to blood donors may
render the act of donating blood a poorer signal of someone�s altruistic nature, and may therefore make the
individual less likely to donate blood.
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are higher. Although this is not the main focus of the paper, this argument identi�es a

possible, intriguing link between income and norms, which may help rationalize why anti-

social behaviors are often concentrated among those living in poverty.28

6 Extension: Discrimination

Although we have utilized a speci�c running example, it is clear that our framework applies

more widely. As mentioned in the introduction, a parent may for instance decide to boycott

certain categories of people, in order to signal to his child that this is the dominant norm

(and to suggest that if the child associates with these people he will be ostracized). Our

analysis shows that this may happen even though boycotting these individuals is a dominated

action when taken in isolation (i.e., in the absence of signaling concerns). In this case the

complementarities associated with example-setting help to sustain an equilibrium that is

clearly ine¢ cient.

To see this, consider the following stylized model of discrimination. There is a continuum

of mass one of adults/parents, each with a child. A minoritarian fraction p, 0 < p < 1=2, of

the individuals in the population are �pink�.

Children As a child, each non-pink individual must make a cultural investment, i.e.

he must invest either in learning more about the mainstream (non-pink) culture to which

he belongs (e = M) or in learning about the pink culture (e = P ). Investing in a culture

increases the value an individual may derive (as an adult) from connecting with people

belonging to that culture (see below). An example may be for instance adopting a certain

accent or learning a particular jargon. The cost of investment is normalized to zero.

Adults Each adult/parent may establish connections (links) with a subset � < 1 of

randomly selected adults in the population. Connections can be established only through

mutual (i.e. bilateral) consent. A connection with an individual belonging to culture t =

M;P gives a direct bene�t x + �(t;e) > 0, where �(t;e) = 1 if e = t, �(t;e) = 0 otherwise.

It also gives an indirect bene�t, that derives from the individual�s own connections. For

simplicity, we set the bene�t of indirect connections to be equal to that of direct connections

28There is remarkably little theoretical work that tries to address this important issue. Oxoby (2003, 2004)
argues that the link between poverty and anti-social attitudes may arise from a process of cognitive dissonance
and status-seeking. Our analysis suggests a possible alternative mechanism, which may complement that work.
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(connections removed by more than one individual are assumed for simplicity to have no

value).

We assume all pink individuals have no choice other than to try and connect with everyone

they can (i.e. they do not boycott anyone). The rest of the population can choose whether

to boycott (a = B) or not (a = NB) the pink. By choosing to boycott, a parent refrains

from connecting to pink individuals. Note that since people derive bene�ts also from indirect

connections, the payo¤s associated with boycotting or not for an individual depend on the

behavior adopted by everyone else. Consider for instance a situation where all non-pink

discriminate against the pink. Then each non-pink individual is connected only to non-pink.

The bene�t from connecting to a non-pink is therefore equal to
�
x+�(M;e)

�
(1 + � (1� p)),

where x + �(M;e) is the direct bene�t from the connection, and
�
x+�(M;e)

�
� (1� p) is

the indirect bene�t (since each non-pink is connected to a mass �(1 � p) of individuals).

If an individual connects with all the non-pink he has access to (i.e., a mass �(1 � p) of

individuals), his total bene�t is then equal to
�
x+�(M;e)

�
�(1� p) (1 + � (1� p)). Consider

now the pink. In a discriminatory environment, each pink is only connected with other pinks.

The bene�t from connecting to a pink individual is therefore equal to
�
x+�(P;e)

�
(1 + �p),

where x+�(P;e) is the direct bene�t from the connection, and
�
x+�(P;e)

�
�p is the indirect

bene�t (since each pink is connected to a mass �p of individuals). If an individual connects

with all the pink he has access to (i.e., a mass �p of individuals), his total bene�t is then

equal to
�
x+�(P;e)

�
�p (1 + �p).

Consider now a non-discriminatory environment. Each individual (pink and non-pink)

is connected with the whole mass � of people he has access to. The bene�t from connecting

to a non-pink individual is therefore equal to
�
x+�(M;e)

�
(1 + �), while the bene�t from

connecting to a pink individual is
�
x+�(P;e)

�
(1 + �). The payo¤s in the social connection

game (the �stage game�) for a parent i as a function of the behavior adopted by everyone else

are summarized below (note that in symmetric equilibria all individuals behave identically).
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Individual i

Everyone else

B NB

B �(e) 
(e)

NB �(e) + �(e) 
(e) + !(e)

where

�(e) �
�
x+�(M;e)

�
� (1� p) (1 + � (1� p)),

�(e) �
�
x+�(P;e)

�
�p (1 + �p),


(e) �
�
x+�(M;e)

�
�(1� p) (1 + �) and

!(e) �
�
x+�(P;e)

�
�p (1 + �).

It is clear that, when taken in isolation, boycotting is a dominated action for the parent,

since it is a self-imposed limit to the number of connections. However, the parent also cares

about the payo¤ that the child will obtain from his connections when adult.

In order to motivate information transmission between parents and children, we assume

that the value of x is only observed by the parent before playing the stage game. The child

knows that x 2 (0;1) is drawn from a distribution G with full support.

Finally, note that, for simplicity, we abstract from the possibility that, by investing in

the pink rather than the mainstream culture, a non-pink child may become assimilated with

the pink, and therefore may end up being himself discriminated against. Allowing for this

would make the analysis more involved, but would not a¤ect the result. In fact, the rationale

for discriminatory norms would actually be reinforced, since any child who chooses to invest

in the pink culture when the dominant norm is discriminatory would end up paying an even

greater price.

Con�ict of interest Since pink people are minoritarian (p < 1 � p), an individual�s

payo¤ in the stage game is always maximized by investing in the mainstream culture.29

However, we assume that the pink culture is �more fun�, in the sense that children derive an

29When the dominant behavior is discriminatory, the lower bound on the net return from setting e = M
rather than e = P is � (1� p) (1 + � (1� p))� �p (1 + �p). When the dominant behavior is non-discriminatory,
it is �(1� p) (1 + �)� �p (1 + �). Since p < 1� p, the net return is therefore strictly positive in both cases.
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intrinsic utility F from it. Intuitively, this may derive from the pleasure of discovering new

things, or because the minoritarian culture is perceived as richer or �more cool�. The �fun

factor�F is not internalized by the parents. We set �(M)��(P ) > F > !(M)�
(P ). This

ensures that, in equilibrium, if a child believes that the dominant behavior is discriminatory

he will optimally invest in the mainstream culture, while he will invest in the pink culture

otherwise.

From a technical viewpoint, the social connections game di¤ers slightly from the case an-

alyzed in section 3. The return from investing in culture P depends both on the dominant

norm and on an individual�s own action as an adult. This is because the individual�s own

action (B=NB) determines his direct connections, while the dominant norms determines his

indirect connections.

Discrimination as an equilibrium outcome. It is easy to see that this framework

can sustain equilibria where all non-pink parents choose to boycott (and therefore discrimi-

nate against pink people) whenever x � x� and not to boycott otherwise, for some x� > 0.

Non-pink children choose to invest in the mainstream culture if they observe their parent

boycotting and invest in the pink culture otherwise. The logic behind this type of equilibria

mirrors that discussed in section 3. Although discrimination is a dominated action in the

social connection game, a parent may decide to discriminate in order to signal to his child

that this is the dominant norm. A child will therefore invest in the mainstream culture.

Allowing for cheap talk or costly signals limits the scope for discrimination, but does

not eliminate it. It can be easily shown that the condition for discrimination to survive the

availability of costless messages is that G(x�) < F
p�(p�+1) � x, where x �

�+1
p�+1

1�2p
p . If this

condition doesn�t hold, then discrimination becomes �too likely�from an ex-ante viewpoint.

Children may then be tempted to refrain from investing in the pink culture even in the ab-

sence of a credible signal from their parents that the dominant norm is indeed discriminatory.

Consider now the availability of costly signals. It is clear that, for x su¢ ciently high, a parent

would prefer to incur an alternative signaling cost rather than signaling through boycotting.

Hence, the availability of alternative signals requires that the threshold x� be not too high.

Straightforward calculations show that x� � x. The following proposition summarizes our

results. To keep the analysis simple and tractable, we restrict attention to threshold equi-

libria where the equilibrium strategy prescribes the same action, independently of whether
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an individual invested in the mainstream or pink culture when young.

Proposition 4: a) In the social connection game, there always exist equilibria where: (i)

Each non-pink parent discriminates against pink people if x � x�, x� 2 [(1 � 2p)=p; x],

does not discriminate otherwise; (ii) Each non-pink child invests in the pink culture if his

parent does not discriminate, and invests in the mainstream culture otherwise. b) Let x1

be de�ned by G(x1) = F
p�(p�+1) � x. If (1 � 2p)=p < min[x � 1; x1], then all equilibria with

x� 2 [(1�2p)=p;min[x�1; x1] are PSE even when alternative forms of signaling are available.

Proof : See appendix.

Note that, as in the previous section, the availability of alternative signaling devices

restricts the range of norms that can be sustained, but does not necessarily eliminate dis-

criminatory norms.30

Our results shed light on phenomena such as discrimination and intolerance. First, we

emphasize (in a non-trivial way) the role played by norms in sustaining these phenomena, an

aspect that has been neglected by economic theorizing on the subject.31 Second, we identify

a mechanism through which these phenomena may be perpetuated across generations.

6.1 Discussion

An element that emerges from our analysis is that, to survive, a norm must exhibit a form

of complementarity: The costs incurred when following the norm must be lower when others

also follow the norm than otherwise. The simple framework presented here satis�es this

complementarity condition. Intuitively, the value of connecting with the pink is lower (in

terms of networking opportunities or sources of information) in discriminatory environments

where others refuse to interact with these individuals. The opportunity cost of discriminating

when others also discriminate is accordingly always smaller than the opportunity cost when

others do not discriminate.

While in some applications complementarity in norm-following is rather natural, in other

situations this is not the case. Consider for instance an environment where parents are

employers, and discrimination takes the form of refusing employment to certain categories of

30Discriminatory norms survive if x � 1 > (1 � 2p)=p. Fixing �, this means that p should be su¢ ciently
small. Intuitively, the (opportunity) cost of using the action of boycotting as a signaling device is increasing
in p, the share of pink in the population. As p goes up, the use of alternative signaling methods becomes
increasingly more attractive.
31Exceptions include e.g. Akerlof (1980).
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individuals (the �pink�). When the pink are discriminated against, their outside options when

dealing with any given employer are low (since non-pink employers are unwilling to o¤er them

a job). Pink employees are therefore willing to accept a lower wage than if the dominant

norm was not discriminatory. For an employer, the opportunity cost of discriminating when

other employers also discriminate is then larger than the opportunity cost when others

do not discriminate (since the wage that they would have to pay a pink employee in a

non-discriminatory regime is higher than when discrimination is widespread). Our analysis

suggests that, in this case, the logic of example-setting is unable to sustain a discriminatory

norm. Any such norm would be destabilized by the use of alternative signaling methods.

Intuitively, this is because under example-setting the signaling cost incurred by parents along

the equilibrium path (namely, the opportunity cost of discriminating when the dominant

norm is discriminatory) is higher than the cost incurred by a deviating parent (namely, the

opportunity cost of discriminating when the norm is non-discriminatory). Signaling through

example-setting is then no longer the cheapest method to achieve separation.

Our results generate useful insights for policy-making. A key implication is that making

discrimination unpro�table may not be enough to eradicate discrimination norms, since these

may be sustained even when they impose positive costs on those who follow them. More

generally, an important lesson that we draw from our analysis that coordination, common

knowledge and expectations play an important role in promoting and sustaining norms. As a

result, the same parameter values may sustain very di¤erent norms. A well publicized anti-

discrimination policy may destabilize a discriminatory equilibrium, by introducing some

ambiguity over the behavior that others are likely to adopt following the introduction of

the policy. The policy may act as a coordination device, that coordinates people on a

non-discrimination equilibrium. Note that, to succeed, discriminatory policies need not be

permanent. Temporary measures may well be su¢ cient to switch from an equilibrium where

the dominant norm is discriminatory to one where it isn�t. Hence, through their e¤ect on

norms, temporary policies may actually have a long-term impact.32

32This shares similarities with the literature on a¢ rmative action, such as e.g. Coate and Loury (1993).
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7 Concluding Remarks

We view this work as a contribution to the young but steadily growing economic litera-

ture dealing with parent-child relationships. To our knowledge, this is the �rst paper to

model example-setting within this context. We concentrate on a speci�c form of example-

setting, where parental actions allow children to learn about dominant behavior (or dominant

norms) in society. We identify the conditions for example-setting to dominate other forms of

information transmission between parents and children. Example-setting may sometimes be

crowded out by alternative forms of signaling, and this limits the range of norms that can

be sustained in equilibrium.

Our work provides important insights into how attitudes and norms may be transmitted

across generations. We show that parent-child signaling may generate strong complementar-

ities among parents. As a result, people may end up adopting behaviors that would normally

be suboptimal, because and only because these are the behaviors adopted by everybody else

in society. In the case of pro-social attitudes (our running example) this is clearly bene-

�cial, since when pro-social norms are in place everyone in society is better o¤. However,

as indicated, the same mechanism may also sustain norms that promote discrimination and

prejudice, and that are overall welfare-reducing. Our analysis can be seen as providing a

possible ultimate cause for why norm-related emotions may persist, even when they generate

behavior that appears to be suboptimal.
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9 Appendix

Proof of proposition 2

Fix an equilibrium e0 where cooperation occurs for a subset � � [cL; cH ] and let c0 � sup�.

Notice that it is always dominated to cooperate for c > c. Hence, necessarily, c0 � c. Then,

either the equilibrium is a threshold equilibrium or there exists a threshold equilibrium e00

where parents cooperate for all c � c0. Clearly the amount of cooperation under e0 cannot

exceed the amount of cooperation under e00. Hence, we can restrict attention to threshold

equilibria. It is then immediate to check that the equilibrium which exhibits the maximum

amount of cooperation has threshold c.

�

Proof of lemma 2

Since we want to characterize the equilibrium with the maximum amount of cooperation,

from proposition 2, we can restrict attention to threshold strategy equilibria. Parents coop-

erate whenever c � c� and defect otherwise. Parents choose a pair fa; zg where a 2 fC;Dg

and z = z > 0 if the parent chooses to incur the cost z, while z = ? if the parent sends the

null signal.

We �rst establish an intermediate result, which simpli�es the proof: For all z > 0, the move

fD; zg cannot be played along the equilibrium path. Suppose to the contrary that it can. If

the child selects e = 0 following fD; zg, then the alternative move fD;?g is surely preferred

by the parent, and therefore fD; zg cannot be played in equilibrium. For fD; zg to be be

played in equilibrium it should therefore induce the child to select e = 1 with some positive

probability. This requires that following fD; zg the child�s posterior beliefs assign a non-zero
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probability to c � c�. This however brings a contradiction, since when c � c� in equilibrium

parents select a = C. Hence, fD; zg is an out-of-equilibrium move. The remainder of the

proof is divided into two parts.

(1) For any threshold equilibrium such that c� > min fc1; c2g, there always exists z > 0

such that the equilibrium is incompatible with sequential perfection. Suppose to the contrary

that c� > min fc1; c2g in equilibrium. We now prove that in this case there exists a set K

such that, for some z > 0, if the child believes that a deviation fD; zg originates from K,

then all types in K (but not other types) �nd it optimal to deviate. There are two relevant

cases to consider.

(i) c� > c1.

Suppose that c� > c1, and suppose that, following a deviation fD; zg, with z ! 0+, a child

holds posterior beliefs that are identical to the prior. Since c� > c1, the child�s optimal

action in that case is to exert e¤ort with probability one. Consider now the parent. Notice

that the deviation prescribes a = D, namely the parent�s dominant action in the stage game.

Hence, given the child�s reply to the deviation, a parent would always �nd it optimal to

deviate to fD; zg, independently of the realization of c, provided that z is small enough. It

follows that there exists a set K [namely the whole set [cL, cH ] of realizations from which

c may be drawn] such that if the child believes that a deviation fD; zg, with z su¢ ciently

small, originates from K, then all types in K �nd it optimal to deviate. The equilibrium is

thus based on beliefs that are not credible in the Grossman-Perry sense. This proves that in

equilibrium we cannot have c� > c1.

(ii) c1 � c� > c2.

If c1 � c�, then the child�s best reply when his posterior corresponds to the prior beliefs is

e = 0. The argument used in case (i) does not apply then. Instead of considering z ! 0+,

we thus consider z ! �+. Suppose that c� > c2, and that, following a deviation fD; zg,

where z ! �+, a child believes that c � c�. If these are the child�s beliefs, then the child�s

best reply is e = 1. Consider now the parent. Since z > �, it is clear that a parent would

not bene�t from deviating when c > c�. When c � c�, and given the child�s reply to the

deviation, a parent would bene�t from deviating to fD; zg, whenever c� (fCC � fDC) > z.

If c� � c > c2, there always exists z > � such that the parent prefers deviating. Hence,

for z ! �+, there exists a set K [namely the set (c2, c�)] such that if the child believes

that a deviation fD; zg originates from K, then all types in K (but not other types) �nd it
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optimal to deviate. This is incompatible with sequential perfection, and proves that c� � c2

is necessary for a PSE.

(2) If fCC � fDC + fCD, for all z > 0 there exist threshold equilibria with c� �

min fc1; c2g, that are compatible with sequential perfection. Notice �rst that any threshold

c� � c2 also satis�es c� � c, since c2 < c by de�nition. Symmetrically, from Proposition

1, we know that no threshold equilibrium can emerge if c2 < c. However, the condition

fCC � fDC + fCD ensures that c2 � c. Furthermore, recall that we are restricting attention

to environments where c < c1. Hence, c � min fc1; c2g. Consider then the class of equilibria

such that, for some c < c� � min fc1; c2g: (i) Parents select fC;?g when c � c� and fD;?g

otherwise; (ii) Children select e = 1 if they observe fC;?g, e = 0 otherwise. These equilibria

are PSE. To see this, suppose that upon observing fD; zg the child selects e = 1 with prob-

ability p 2 [0; 1].33 Notice that, if z > �, a parent observing c > c� would never deviate for

all p 2 [0; 1]. Similarly, given c� � c2, a parent observing c � c� never wants to deviate for

all p 2 [0; 1] if z > �. Consider then z � �. When c > c�, a parent bene�ts from deviating if

p > z=� holds. When c � c�, a parent bene�ts from deviating if p > 1+z� [c� (fCC�fDC)]

holds. For the parent to bene�t from the deviation when c � c�, he must also bene�t when

c > c�, since

1 + z � [c� (fCC � fDC)] � 1 + z � � � z=� (5)

where the �rst inequality comes from c � c� � c2, and the second inequality comes from

z � �. Since c� � c1, the child�s best reply to the deviation is then p = 0 for all values of

z > 0. This makes the deviation unpro�table and ensures that the parent never bene�ts from

deviating. The threshold c� is thus bounded above by minfc1; c2g, so that the equilibrium

with c� = minfc1; c2g is the equilibrium that exhibits the maximum feasible amount of

cooperation.

�

Proof of Proposition 4: The proof is divided into three parts. (1) First, we show that

for any x� 2 [(1� 2p)=p; x] there exists a Perfect Bayesian equilibrium characterized by

strategies (i) and (ii). (2) Second, we derive the condition for this to be a PSE when costless

communication can occur between parents and children. (3) Finally, we derive the condition

33 It is straightforward to see that a parent would never bene�t from the out-of-equilibrium move fC; zg
(since he can surely earn a higher payo¤ along the equilibrium path, by selecting fC;?g).
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for this to be a PSE when, in addition to their action B=NB in the social connections game,

parents can choose to send an alternative costly signal.

(1) Suppose that x � x�, so that the dominant norm is discriminatory. A parent with

e 2 fM;P; g choosing a = B obtains �(e) + �(M), where �(M) is the bene�t that the

child will derive from his connections. By contrast, the parent�s payo¤ from a = NB is

�(e) + �(e) + �(P ). The parent prefers a = B if �(M) � �(e) + �(P ), or equivalently

� (1� p) (1 + � (1� p)) >
�
x+�(P;e)

�
�p (1 + �p) : (6)

If x� < x, this holds for all e 2 fM;Pg and all x � x�.

Consider now what happens if x > x�, so that no one boycotts. Given the child�s reply, a

parent with e 2 fM;Pg choosing a = NB obtains 
(e) + !(e) + [
(P ) + !(P )], where the

expression in square brackets is the bene�t that the child will derive from his own connections.

By contrast, the parent�s payo¤ from a = B is 
(e) + [
(M) + !(M)]. He will thus prefer

not to boycott if !(e) + 
(P ) + !(P ) � 
(M) + !(M) or equivalently

�
x+�(P;e)

�
�p (1 + �) + �p (1 + �) > �(1� p) (1 + �) (7)

i.e., x > 1
p

�
1� 2p� p�(P;e)

�
. If x� > (1� 2p)=p, this holds for all �(P;e) and all x > x�.

Finally, consider the child. Suppose that the child has observed a = NB. Then, he infers

that x > x� and that no boycotting will take place in the future. Since F > !(M) �

!(P ) by assumption, he will therefore prefer to invest in the pink culture. Suppose now

that he observes a = B. Then he infers that all adults (including himself, when the time

comes) boycott the pink. Given F < �(M)��(P ), he will therefore prefer to invest in the

mainstream culture. This establishes point a). As for point b), the proof that follows mostly

replicates that of lemma 2.

(2) Under our assumptions, parents want their child to always invest in the mainstream

culture for any x. Hence, if following an out-of-equilibrium message the child invests, credible

beliefs upon observing the out-of-equilibrium message should be given by the prior. Given

these beliefs, a child chooses e = P if G(x�) < F
p�(p�+1) � x. This implies that, provided

x1 > (1 � 2p)=p, any threshold equilibrium with x� 2 [(1 � 2p)=p; x1] is a PSE when direct

communication is available.

(3) The net bene�t for the child from investing in mainstream culture is �(M) � �(P ) =
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� (1 + � � p�) (1� p) when the dominant norm is discriminatory, and is 
(M) � 
(P ) �

!(P ) = � (� + 1) (1� 2p) otherwise. Suppose that the cost of the signal z is greater than

� (� + 1) (1� 2p). Clearly enough, incurring the cost z is not worthwhile for the parent unless

the norm prescribes boycotting. Assume that z � � (� + 1) (1� 2p) is vanishingly small so

that z is just enough to credibly signal that x � x�. Given these beliefs, the child chooses

to invest in the mainstream culture when observing the signal, even if the parent is not

boycotting. The parent prefers boycotting to incurring the cost z if �(e) < � (� + 1) (1� 2p).

If x� � x� 1, this holds for all e 2 fM;Pg and all x � x�. As a result, if x� 1 > (1� 2p)=p,

any threshold equilibrium with x� 2 [(1 � 2p)=p; x � 1] is a PSE when costly signaling is

available.

�

10 Material Not Meant for Publication

Alternative Re�nements: Intuitive Equilibria

We now assess the robustness of the results discussed in the previous sections to alternative

solution concepts such as the Intuitive Criterion (Cho and Kreps, 1987). It is well known that

the Intuitive Criterion has no bite in cheap talk problems (indeed, this is our main motivation

for using Sequential Perfection). We now argue that, when it comes to costly signaling, the

Intuitive Criterion�s predictions match those of sequential perfection, so that the equilibria

we have selected in the main body are all Intuitive Equilibria. As an illustration, we discuss

our running example, introduced in section 2. Consider an equilibrium where alternative

signaling devices are never used, and parents use a 2 fC;Dg to signal the dominant norm

to children. The interesting out-of-equilibrium move is fD; zg, for some z > 0. Consider

�rst types c > c�: Denoting with p 2 [0; 1] the probability that the child chooses e = 1

following the deviation, a parent observing c > c� bene�ts from the deviation relative to

his equilibrium payo¤ i¤ z < p�. Consider now types c � c�. A parent observing c � c�

bene�ts from the deviation i¤ fCC � c + 1 < fDC � z + p, i.e. p > fCC � fDC � c + z + 1.

For z � �, there always exists p 2 [0; 1] such that a type c > c� may (weakly) bene�t from

the deviation. As a result, beliefs that the deviation emanates from types c > c� (which

support the candidate equilibrium) do not contradict the Intuitive Criterion. Assume then

z > �. In this case types c > c� never bene�t from the deviation. If c� > fCC � fDC + z,
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then there exists p 2 [0; 1] such that types c 2 (fCC � fDC + z; c�] would bene�t (while

types c 2 (cL; fCC � fDC + z] never bene�t). According to the Intuitive Criterion, beliefs

should assign probability zero to all c > c�, so that beliefs must assign probability one to

the event c � c�. Given these beliefs, the child would choose e = 1 with probability one,

so that the candidate equilibrium would fail the Intuitive Criterion. Hence, only equilibria

with c� � fCC � fDC + z pass the Intuitive Criterion. Consistent with the analysis in the

main body, we focus on the worst possible case where z ! �+. Then, c� � fCC � fDC + z

implies c� � c2, which matches the result obtained with Sequential Perfection.

Direct Incentives to Exert E¤ort

Throughout the analysis, we have ruled out the possibility that the parent and the child

may enter into explicit contractual agreements. In some situations, this type of agreement is

simply not feasible, for instance because the child�s e¤ort is not readily observable. In some

other cases, though, some form of explicit agreement may be possible. Although we leave a

full analysis of explicit contracts to future research, here we sketch a few arguments. First,

note that if the parent fully internalizes the utility that the child obtains from receiving the

direct reward (e.g., an expensive toy) whenever he complies with the parent�s wishes, then

direct incentives become a costless way to incentivize the child. Consider now the (somewhat

more intuitive) case where the direct incentive enters the parent�s payo¤ as a cost. This

case is consistent with our assumption that the interests of the parent and the child are

not perfectly aligned. The analysis of this case shares similarities with that of alternative

signaling devices, seen above. The direct incentive o¤ered by the parent can serve as a

signaling device. There is, however, an important di¤erence. Since the reward enters the

child�s utility directly, it may succeed in inducing the child to exert e¤ort even when the

child believes that the underlying norm is very likely to be uncooperative. Nonetheless, it

can be shown that example-setting may survive even in this case. Consider the following

game: Parents must select a 2 fC, Dg and may also o¤er a direct reward T � 0 to the child

if he selects e¤ort. A parent�s move consists of a couple fa, Tg, where T = 0 indicates that

no direct incentive is being o¤ered. We assume that, although the direct incentive generates

a utility T for the child, it enters the parent�s payo¤ as a cost. We now show that, for c�

su¢ ciently small, there exists a PSE where (i) Each parent selects fC; 0g if c � c�, and

selects fD; T̂g, with T̂ = �� �, otherwise (ii) Each child exerts e¤ort whenever he observes
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a = C, or when he observes a = D and he is o¤ered a direct reward T � T̂ .

If the child is o¤ered T̂ , he always exerts e¤ort. The parent�s return from o¤ering direct

incentives when c > c� is then � � T̂ = 2� � �. If � � �=2, this value is positive, ensuring

that o¤ering T̂ = �� � is preferred to o¤ering no incentives for parents when the dominant

norm in uncooperative.

In what follows, assume � � �=2.34 We now verify that, when the norm is actually

cooperative, parents prefer fC; 0g to fD; T̂g, while the reverse holds when the norm is

uncooperative. Suppose �rst that the parent o¤ers fD; bTg when c � c�. The parent�s utility
is then fDC � � + � + 1. By contrast, if he selects fC; 0g the parent obtains fCC � c + 1.

If c� � fCC � fDC + � � � � c3 then the latter exceeds the former for all c � c�. Suppose

now that the parent o¤ers fC; 0g when c > c�. The parent�s utility is then fCD � c+ �. By

contrast, if he selects fD; bTg the parent obtains ��+2�. If c� � fCD+��� then the latter
exceeds the former for all c � c�.

Consider now out-of-equilibrium moves. It is straightforward to see that the out-of-

equilibrium move fC; Tg (for any T > 0) cannot bene�t the parent. Consider now the

out-of-equilibrium move fD;Tg, for some T 6= T̂ . Clearly enough, the parent never bene�ts

if T > T̂ . Suppose then T < T̂ . If, following this move, the child exerts e¤ort with probability

p then, when c > c�, the parent bene�ts from choosing fD;Tg if p � T=�. When c � c�,

the parent bene�ts from selecting fD;Tg if p � fCC � fDC + 1 � c + T . Provided that

c� � c2 � fCC � fDC + � then if the parent wants to deviate when c � c�, he also wants to

deviate when c > c�, since

fCC � fDC + 1� c+ T � 1� � + T > T=�

where the �rst inequality comes from c � c� � c2 and the second inequality comes from

T < � (which in turn comes from T < ��� and � � �=2). [Notice also that, given � � �=2,

c3 � c2.] The child�s expected net payo¤ from exerting e¤ort is therefore bounded above by

G(c�)(1��)+���+T . This implies that T must be at least equal to ����G(c�)(1��)

to induce e¤ort. If c� satis�es

�� � � (1� �)G(c�) � fDC � fCC + c� (8)

34 If � < �=2, a similar argument to that given for � � �=2 may be applied to show that there exists a PSE
where example-setting occurs and parents never o¤er direct incentives.
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then the parent can never bene�t from deviating to fD;Tg for any T < � � � (since

cooperating is a cheaper way to induce the child to exert e¤ort). To sum up, to ensure that

a parent cannot bene�t from deviating we need c� to be in [fCD + � � �; c3] and to satisfy

(8). Notice that fCD + �� � � c3 requires

fCC � fDC � fCD � 0: (9)

If (8) is satis�ed for c� = fCD+���, then there exists a non-empty subset of [fCD+���; c3]

such that (8) holds. This in turn requires

fCC � fDC � fCD � (1� �)G(fCD + �� �): (10)

Similarly to the results in the main body, conditions (9) and (10) require that payo¤s in

the stage game exhibit su¢ ciently strong complementarities. Clearly enough, condition (10)

makes (9) super�uous. Hence, if � � �=2, and if (10), then there exists a PSE where

example-setting emerges.

Returns from e¤ort depend on individual�s own behavior

We now consider what happens when returns from e¤ort do not depend on the behavior of

others, but rather depend on an individual�s own behavior. As proved below, information

transmission between parents and children may still be relevant, even in this case. This is

because in equilibrium an individual�s own behavior depends on the dominant norm. By

gaining information about the dominant norm, a child is able to forecast how he will behave

in the future, once he becomes an adult. In turn, this determines the returns he will obtain

from his investment.

To see how this works, suppose that a child�s e¤ort when young allows him to acquire

a number of skills that enhance his productivity as an adult. When adult, the individual

will choose whether to adopt a cooperative behavior or not. To �x ideas, suppose that the

cooperative behavior consists in refraining from seeking patronage or political protection for

the purpose of career advancement. This clearly bene�ts society by promoting meritocracy

but is costly for the individual. However, although refraining from seeking patronage may

be a dominated action, one�s chances of career advancement are not overly jeopardized by

the absence of political protection if one has acquired valuable skills. Seeking patronage is
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therefore relatively more important to those who have not invested to achieve the necessary

skills.

In the framework of section 2, the stage game payo¤s now become:

Individual i

Opponent

C D

C ei + fCC � c ei + fCD � c

D �ei + fDC �ei

Notice that the net payo¤ from cooperating is now equal to fCaj � fDaj � c+ ei(1� �).

Investing in skills thus helps to reduce the opportunity cost of cooperating by an amount

(1��). To ensure that cooperation is strictly dominated for all c, we impose cL � maxffCC�

fDC +1� �, fCD +1� �g. Notice that, di¤erently from the case analyzed in section 3, here

the net payo¤s in the stage game do depend on whether one has invested or not. Similar to

section 6, in what follows we restrict attention to threshold equilibria c� such that a parent

wants to cooperate for all c � c� to induce his child to invest independently of whether he

invested or not when young. In addition to making the analysis tractable and comparable to

the case discussed in section 3, this restriction helps to focus on the equilibria that are more

robust.35

It is easy to verify that, for fCC �fDC +1 � c� � fCD+1 there exists a perfect Bayesian

equilibrium where: (i) Each parent selects a = C if c � c�, selects a = D otherwise; (ii) Each

child selects e = 1 if he has observed a = C, selects e = 0 otherwise.36

We now explore robustness to alternative methods of signaling. Let 1 > z > �, so that

35 If, say, a parent follows the cooperative norm only when he has invested, the presence of trembles in the
decision to invest would cause cooperation to �run out of steam�in the long run.
36To see why this is an equilibrium, suppose �rst that c � c�. Along the equilibrium path, the child chooses

to cooperate. Then, parent i will �nd it optimal to play C if fCC � fDC + 1 + ei (1� �) > c. This holds for
all c � c� and all ei 2 f0; 1g if fCC � fDC +1 � c� (i). Suppose now that c > c�. Along the equilibrium path,
the child chooses to defect. Parent i will �nd it optimal to play D if fCD + � + ei (1� �) � c. This holds for
all c > c� and ei 2 f0; 1g if c� � fCD + 1 (ii). Note that conditions (i) and (ii) require fCC � fDC + fCD.
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incurring the cost z may be a credible way to signal that c � c�.37 As in the previous section,

we focus on the worst case where z ! �. Then, parent i prefers to use example-setting rather

than the alternative signaling device if fCC � fDC + ei (1� �) + � � c. This holds for all

c � c� and all ei 2 f0; 1g if c� � fCC � fDC +�. This is in turn consistent with c� � fCD+1

if

fCC � fDC � fCD � (1� �) � 0: (B)

This condition is necessary for example-setting to dominate alternative signaling methods

and is the equivalent to condition (A) within the present setting. Notice however that in

this case the parent�s rewards from cooperative behavior crucially depend on whether he has

invested when young. A parent who accidentally failed to invest might look for cheaper ways

to signal that cooperation is the dominant norm than to cooperate himself. For example-

setting to be sustainable, the degree of complementarity must thus be stronger than in the

case analyzed in section 3. This is to ensure that the cost of separating through example-

setting is lower than through alternative signaling methods.38

37To see this, note that when the dominant norm is uncooperative, a parent would never �nd it optimal
to incur a cost z > �, since this exceeds the bene�t that would result from inducing the child to exert e¤ort.
By contrast, when the dominant norm is cooperative, a parent may �nd it worthwhile to incur a cost z < 1
to induce the child to exert e¤ort.
38To see what this means notice that the example of section 3.1 does not satisfy condition (B). In order

to satisfy it, the bene�ts from the provision of two units of the public good should exceed the double of the
bene�ts from the provision of one unit. Suppose that fCC = 5, fCD = fDC = 2, � = 3=4, � = 8=10, and that
c has full support in (3:25; 5). Then example setting is compatible with sequential perfection. In equilibrium,
c� 2 (3:25; 3:75].
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